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ABSTRACT
The structural design of scaffolds for commercial buildings in Wellington has evolved with the
popularisation of scaffold systems that allow buildings to remain relatively weathertight during
construction and maintenance work.
Structural Engineers designing contemporary scaffold systems need to consider a wide range
of factors. Some of these include safe construction and dismantle of the scaffold, redundancy
and alternative load paths, uncommon load combinations, sequencing of the building
construction or maintenance work and adapting overseas products for use in New Zealand.
Furthermore, consultation with stakeholders is required due to the finite availability of
materials, involvement of multiple stakeholders and a desire to minimise scaffold hire costs.
Often, buildings do not have obvious means of attaching a scaffold and building designers
should now be taking this into account as part of their safety in design considerations.
During the construction phase of the scaffold system, engineers need to be able to adapt
designs to suit site conditions and client requirements that will often vary from those presented
during the design phase. As such, engineers need to ensure designs are flexible enough to
allow for alterations and exercise engineering judgement to modify designs within a
compressed timeframe.
The paper presents recent examples of scaffolds that have required structural design and
discusses the engineering challenges associated with the scaffolds.
INTRODUCTION
The design of scaffolding falls outside the NZ Building Act1 and is covered by a WorkSafe NZ
Good Practice Guideline2. However, because each scaffold is so unique, structural designers
need to draw upon multiple standards and guidelines. Due to their lightweight construction,
wind loading governs the design for horizontal forces for many encapsulated scaffolds in
Wellington. Designers need to use judgement when making use of Building Standards such
as NZS 1170 and applying these loads to scaffolds. Earthquake loads may govern the design
of highly loaded scaffolds and judgement is also required when considering the ductility of
scaffold systems. Furthermore, the WorkSafe NZ Guideline2 recommends particular factors of
safety be incorporated into the design of scaffolds. However, manufacturer’s trade literature is
often intended for overseas markets and their capacities seldom reflect the WorkSafe NZ
guidance. As such, in addition to using judgement when applying loads, designers often need
to modify the manufacturer’s capacity values to comply with the WorkSafe NZ guidance.

OFFICE BUILDING REFURBISHMENT PROJECT
This 15 storey office building required a façade access scaffold for major refurbishment work.
The work was sequenced such that the bottom 5 storeys of scaffold was required to be
removed while the upper 10 storeys still had scaffolding in place. After this, the scaffold for
levels 6-10 were dismantled, leaving only the top 5 storeys. The photo in Figure 1 below shows
the scaffold in the final stage of construction with the lower levels dismantled.

Figure 1: Photo of Buidling with Lower Levels of Scaffold Dismantled
To resist gravity loads, we designed the scaffold to cantilever off the building’s concrete waffle
slabs at around levels 5 and 10. The scaffold was constructed such that the upper two thirds
were not load bearing on the lower third and as such, no change to the gravity load paths took
place when the lower sections of scaffold were removed. We carried out an assessment of the
edge of the waffle slab and we specified props to be installed to the level below the cantilever
to ensure adequate load sharing.

Figure 2: Section Showing Cantielver Scaffold Section
Due to the high consequence of failure of cantilever scaffolds, WorkSafe NZ2 recommends that
a Factor of Safety of at least 3.0 is incorporated into the design of these structures. In addition
to this, we incorporated alternative load paths into our design. As shown above in Figure 2, we
achieved this by using a couple of methods: at the back span of the cantilever, support was
gleamed from connecting both through the lower slab to multiple waffle beams and by strutting
to the slab above so that if the tie to the lower slab failed, support could still be relied on from
the slab above. In addition to this, we specified diagonal ties between scaffold members,
essentially creating a truss at the cantilever edge of the scaffold. This truss would share load
between adjacent cantilever members should one cantilever fail.

ROOF ENCAPSULATION PROJECT
It is becoming more common for buildings to be encapsulated if work is being carried out that
will compromise the weathertightness of a cladding system. This type of scaffold poses a high
risk in Wellington where wind gusts exceeding 100 km/hr should be expected during the life of
a scaffold. The Layher Keder system is a common roof truss product that consists of canvas
sheets that slot into a 780 mm deep aluminium truss. The manufacturer’s span tables are
intended for Continental Europe where the governing load is snow, and because the Wellington
wind is so severe and uplift typically governs the design, we usually carry out specific design
analysis of the trusses.

Figure 3: Photo of Typical Roof Encapsulation
An important aspect of the analysis, particularly for wall encapsulation, is the assumption that
the scaffold is tied to the building. If the scaffold is not tied to the building, it ceases to perform
as a scaffold and should be analysed as a building. As shown above in Figure 3, due to the
difference in roof pitches and the need for personnel to work under a temporary roof, there can
be a large void created. Careful consideration should be given to the volume between the
building and the scaffold truss and whether Cpi factors3 should be taken into account. We often
install truck strops to act in tension and reduce the effective span of the truss when resisting
wind uplift. Concrete counter weights or proprietary mechanical anchors to the building are
typically used to resist the truss end reactions.

PLATFORM TO SUPPORT HIGH LOAD
This platform was designed to provide a travel path for the installation of an expensive piece
of equipment weighing around 7.5 tonne and supported on 4 wheels. The installation was time
sensitive such that if the equipment was without power source for an extended period, it would
sustain damage. We held meetings with the installers to confirm the exact dimensions of the
equipment and the travel path of the wheels.

Figure 4: Photo of Platform Structure
The installers requested that the platform be built with a slight slope to ease the manhandling
of the equipment, but not too steep so that it did not gain too much momentum. Because the
load far exceeded the capacity of the scaffold decks, the decks were packed with timber such
that there was a direct load transfer to the support structure below. In addition, above the
decks, the travel path for the equipment was marked out for the installers. The sub-structure
was heavily braced to minimise any sway in the platform. The platform performed well and the
client repeated the exercise with another piece of equipment a couple of months later.

ACCESS SCAFFOLD FOR A CHURCH SPIRE
One of the assumptions we usually take for granted is that the building will be stiffer than the
scaffold structure. This assumption was challenged when we designed an access scaffold to
enable maintenance work to be carried out to a timber framed church spire. The scaffold is
shown below in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Photo of Spire Scaffold
The client requested that a cloth scrim be installed to the scaffold to reduce the chance of tools
etc falling off the scaffold. However, when we provided the wind loads to the building engineer,
it was determined that the spire would not be able to support this. Instead, light weight catch
fan was installed each day that work was to be carried out on the upper levels of the scaffold.
Gravity support to the scaffold was provided by a strut extending up through the building on
the corner that was not able to be built off ground. Large sections of the scaffold were
supported off Soldier Beams as the roof structure was not adequate to support the scaffold.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT AND CONSTRUCTION SEQUENCING
We are constantly reviewing our design procedures and construction methodologies and this
is evident in a particular building that we have scaffolded three times in the last five years. Due
to the presence of a low-rise podium, to support gravity loads, the scaffold is constructed off
brackets which are bolted to the building’s columns. The scaffold structure spans between the
brackets.

Figure 6: Photo of 2016 Scaffold Using Aluminium Trusses

Figure 7: Photo Showing 2019 Scaffold Using Soldier Beams
When we designed the scaffold originally in 2016, we used brackets fabricated from structural
steel sections and used proprietary aluminium trusses to span between the brackets. A photo
of this is shown above in Figure 6. The use of aluminium trusses in this way relies on the slip
capacity of the scaffold tubes and then on the shear capacity of the trusses to transfer load to
the brackets.

A photo of our 2019 scaffold design for the building is shown above in Figure 7. Our scaffold
client had purchased some Soldier Beams which we started using extensively. The Soldier
Beams are wider than the aluminium trusses which allow the scaffold legs to bear directly onto
the beam and this eliminates the reliance on scaffold couplers to transfer load. Additionally, the
shear capacity of the Soldier Beams is far greater than the aluminium trusses. Both of these
aspects mean that using Soldier Beams provides a significantly more robust solution than
aluminium trusses.
Care should be taken to communicate with the personnel carrying out the construction and
dismantle of the scaffold to ensure they are able to do so safely. Scaffold dismantle can take
place either level by level (removing horizontal levels) or bay by bay (removing vertical strips
of the scaffold). For scaffolds supported on brackets, dismantling vertical strips of the scaffold
could result in the scaffold becoming unstable, particularly if the scaffold diagonal braces have
been used to form a truss within the scaffold.
OFFICE BUILDING REFURBISHMENT PROJECT
At first glance the scaffold for this building appeared to be a fairly straightforward build off
brackets bolted to the building’s columns. However, during our initial meeting on site, we
discovered the building had precast concrete façade panels and the columns are set back from
the building edge, such that they were not able to be used to support the scaffold. The final
design involved a mix of using steel beams and spanning the scaffold areas where support
could not be gleamed. This project highlights the importance of gaining access to building
drawings and inspecting the building to ensure it matches the drawings.
BUILDING SAFETY IN DESIGN MAINTENANCE CONSIDERATIONS
The construction and dismantle of a scaffold is inherently hazardous work, requiring personnel
to work at height with harnesses and fall arrest systems. As building designers, we need to be
giving consideration to maintenance of our buildings and ensuring they can be maintained in
a safe and cost-effective manner. It is worth giving consideration as to how mechanical
equipment as well as cladding and glazing can be replaced. In addition, building designers
should consider the building’s signage and how this can safely be replaced as naming rights
for buildings frequently change hands.
CONCLUSION
Due to developments and popularisation of scaffold products such as temporary roof systems,
and encapsulation of buildings, the design of scaffold systems is becoming increasingly
complex. Well-designed scaffold systems increase the safety of personnel on site, and enable
work to proceed in adverse weather conditions.
This paper has covered some examples of scaffold design carried out in Wellington. It has
explored design considerations, the need for communication with stakeholders and provided
some simple but effective means of improving the robustness of scaffolds.
The structural design of scaffolds is an ever-evolving field and future advancements will
continue to challenge structural engineers.
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